
System 7+7 HD MCF
Sachtler System Cine 7+7 carbon fibre withSachtler System Cine 7+7 carbon fibre with
Fluid Head, ENG 2 CF Heavy-Duty Tripod ,Fluid Head, ENG 2 CF Heavy-Duty Tripod ,
Mid-Level Spreader & BagMid-Level Spreader & Bag

SKU: 1973

Combining the established cine-features of larger Sachtler heads with the
advantages of a more compact 100 mm fluid head, the Sachtler Cine 7+7
HD Fluid Head is a perfect solution for people working with lighter film set-
ups. Designed for film and video camcorders that feature a 100 mm ball
and provides two support ranges: 2-15 kg for shooting with compact-sized
cameras, and 9-22 kg for shooting with medium-sized cameras.

Its sideload clamping system combines the features of a quick release
plate and a sliding balance plate to make it easier to mount and dismount
the camera from the tripod. Seven step horizontal and vertical drag
settings, very wide load range, Speedbalance technology and a front pan
bar give you a full range of seamless smooth movement.

Being able to support heavier payloads doesn’t mean that you have to
give up on speed, simplicity and reliability. The Sachtler ENG 2 CF Heavy-
Duty Carbon Fibre Tripod handles up to 95 kg while providing the
lightweight, durable design that helps crews all over the world create
amazing results in a range of environments. The carbon fibre design is
stable and twist resistant, while the quick clamping system makes its
simple to setup and start working safely.

The Sachtler ENG 2 CF Heavy-Duty Carbon Fibre Tripod’s dual extension
provides a maximum height of 161 cm, along with a transport length of 75
cm and weight of 4 kg. Making everything easier is a built-in transport
safety cord that prevents the legs from opening while you are moving the
tripod. Operate with confidence in all environments with this robust and
reliable tripod.

Technical specificationsTechnical specifications



FeatureFeature MetricMetric ImperialImperial

RangeRange Cine Cine

PayloadPayload 2 to 22 kg 4.40 to 48.40 lb

Bow l siz eBow l siz e 100 mm 100 mm

S preader typeS preader type Mid-level spreader Mid-level spreader

MaterialMaterial Carbon Fibre Carbon Fibre

Transport lengthTransport length 940 mm 36.66 in

Tripod stagesTripod stages 2 2

H eight w ith spreaderH eight w ith spreader 0.73 to 1.74 m 2.39 to 5.71 ft

WeightWeight 9.50 kg 20.90 lb

Temperature rangeTemperature range -40 to 60 °C -40 to 140 °F

Tilt rangeTilt range 90° to -70° 90° to -70°

S liding rangeS liding range 150 mm 5.85 in

Interface CompatibilityInterface Compatibility Sideload Sideload

CounterbalanceCounterbalance 16 counterbalance steps + Boost

Button

16 counterbalance steps + Boost

Button

DragDrag 7 + 0 horizontal and vertical grades of

drag

7 + 0 horizontal and vertical grades of

drag

What's in the box?What's in the box?

Data sheetsData sheets
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CCiinnee  77++77  HHDD
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